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Overview
 Channeling: Who, What, Where?

What is Aspect Psychology?

What is the Integral Approach?

 An Integral Approach to Channeling & Aspect 
Psychology

What is Integral Practice?
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What is Channeling?

 Definitions 

 Channeling vs. mediumship

 Ontology = Being

 Who is the “you” who channels, and yet creates 100% of 
its reality?
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Who is 
Channeling?

Who is this “you” 
who channels?

Who creates 100%?
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Who is Channeling Who From Where?
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What is Aspect Psychology?

“We are a multitude of selves, and the sooner we 
learn that the better. And in that rich alliance of 
psychological aspects lies the very secret of our 
practical operative stability.” ~ Psychic Politics, 
p. 217.
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What is Aspect Psychology?

 Jane Roberts wrote three books:

 Adventures in Consciousness 

 Psychic Politics 

 The God of Jane

 Jane outlined a model of the psyche based on her 
experiences and interpretations of Seth’s material
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What is Aspect Psychology?
 Ontology

 Focus personality (outer ego)

 Nuclear self (subconscious, meditating structure)

 Source Self (inner ego)

 Seth Added

Life Clouds/Pyramid Energy Gestalts

All-That-Is
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What is Aspect Psychology?

 Seth = F1 Personagram

 Seth = F1 Bridge Personality

 Seth/Jane hybrid 

 Seth as autonomous “entity” in another Framework of 
Consciousness (2, 3, 4…)
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What is Aspect Psychology?

 Stages of Consciousness ~ Psychic Politics, Chap. 24

 Stage 1 = beginnings of unofficial information, major attention-
getting!

 Stage 2 = religious or pseudo-scientific interpretations dominate

 Stage 3 = focus personality fully accepts new orientation, similar 
to religious notions of “death of self, or will”

 Stage 4 = multiple perspectives (aperspectival), relativistic

 Beyond = states of ecstasy, the mystical state….
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Jane’s Aspects (AIC)
1. Seth (a robust personality with full emotions, masculine 

qualities, and low booming voice).

2. Seth II (an asexual personality, soft spoken, unemotional, 
further “inward” than Seth)

3. Sumari (Cyprus) (included singing, chanting, pantomime 
in ESP class)

4. Sumari Poetry & Math (poetry and evocative material on 
mathematical principles)

5. Sumari (inner silence transforms into inner sound)
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Jane’s Aspects (AIC)
6. “Seven” (a distinct personality tone, featured automatic 

writing)

7. Helper (a sensed energy form, volitionally projected to 
others)

8. Special State (stronger, deeper version of Sumari, never 
accessed from waking state)

9. Reincarnational Dramas (therapeutic role playing 
different personality Aspects)

10. Probable Selves (multiple selves that bifurcate in linear 
terms)
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Jane’s Aspects Creations

 The Library
 The Codicils

 “All creation is sacred and alive, each part connected to each 
other part, and each communicating in a creative cooperative 
commerce in which the smallest and the largest are equally 
involved.” 

 Poetry/A Psychic Manifesto! 
 The God of Jane

 A personalized connection with All-That-Is, cuts out the 
middleman. 

 Organized religion vs. person-centered spirituality

 An American Vision
 An egalitarian, democratic view of spirit 
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What is the Integral Approach?

“Science is not enough, religion is not enough, art is not 
enough, politics and economics are not enough, nor is 
love, nor is duty, nor is action however disinterested, 
nor, however sublime, is contemplation. Nothing short 
of everything will really do.” ~ Aldous Huxley, Island.
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What is the Integral Approach?

 What is integral?

 Balanced, inclusive, comprehensive

 Integral Psychologies

 Ken Wilber’s AQAL (“ah-qwul”)

 Don Beck’s Spiral Dynamics integral

 The Integral Approach

 Toward Seth’s Dream-Art Science
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What is the Integral Approach?

 A comprehensive map of mySelf in relation to my 
World

 Sum of premodern, modern, and postmodern 
knowledge is available for the first time

 Based on extensive cross-cultural studies, from ancient 
shamans and sages to modern developmental growth to 
postmodern insights

 Main point = touch all bases (checks & balances)

 Practical Apps = personal and social (e.g., Integral 
Psychology, Medicine, Law, Business, Education….)

 A composite map of human potentials distilled into six 
simple aspects in our awareness right now….
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What is the Integral Approach?

 AQAL ~ The Map (is not the territory!)
A Guided Tour of our Awareness Right Now:
 Quadrants = four innate perspectives: I, We, It, Its
 Lines = up to two dozen multiple intelligences (cognition, 

emotional, needs, morals, values, linguistic, mathematics, 
kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, musical, etc.)

 Levels = the general altitude or “center of gravity” of our 
overall stage of development 

 States = every twenty-four hours we cycle through waking, 
dreaming, and deep sleep states.

 Types = various typologies like male/female, Myers-Briggs, 
Enneagram, Intention (Roberts’s families of consciousness), 
Orientations (Ennis), etc.

 Self-System = Navigator and integrator of all the above
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All States

 Three major daily states (24/7): waking, dreaming, deep 
dreamless sleep

 Altered states: meditative, peak, plateau, drug-induced, 
trance/channeling, etc.

 Creativity, insight, invention, intuition are often the result 
of altered, dream, and trance states

 States are temporary, not permanent (Seth’s blinking in & 
out = “white/black holes”)
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All Lines



All Levels
 Permanent acquisitions of all Framework 1 

constructions = the growth process

 Quantum fields, molecules, galaxy

 Seedling, sapling, tree

 Infant, child, adult

 Examples: expressed in Framework 1 terms only!

 Language isn’t a temporary state, but a permanent stage 
of linguistic development

 Innate Violation/Morals = Egocentric (me), 
Ethnocentric (us), Worldcentric (All of Us)

 Matter, body, mind, soul, spirit (All-That-Is)
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All Levels
 Natural or Actualization Hierarchies

 Matter ~ galaxy ~ solar system ~ planet
 Prokaryotic cell DNA replication ~ segregation ~ cytokinesis 

 Seedling ~ sapling ~ tree

 Larvae ~ caterpillar ~ butterfly
 Infant ~ child ~ adolescent ~ adult ~ senior

 Features a linear, “but not vice versa” direction in time

 Asymmetrical:
 more quantum fields

 Fewer cells

 Fewer trees
 Fewer humans

 Natural vs. dominator hierarchies (human constructions 
that oppress, deny, marginalize…)
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All Types

 A “horizontal” aspect of any “vertical” level

 Present at virtually any level of development

 Examples:

 Male/Female = different “voices”

 Enneagram = nine personality types

 Myers-Briggs = sixteen personality types (e.g., INTJ)

 The Nine Families of Consciousness = innate intents

 Orientations = three types of perception
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The Self-System
 Navigator and integrator of all the previous

 Locus of attention and will (volition, choice)

 Focus personality (Jane), outer ego (Seth)

 Nuclear self (Jane), collective subconscious (Jung)

 Source Self (Jane), inner ego (Seth)

 Primary Pyramid Gestalts/Life Clouds (Seth)

 What ties the self-system, types, levels, lines, and 
states together? (What is the pattern that connects?)
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What is Adequate Interpretation?
 Epistemology = Knowing

 Inner senses, spiritual domain

 Mental senses, psychological domain

 Physical senses, sensorimotor domain

 Seth’s High Intellect = “a superb blend of intellect 
& deep intuitions” 
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What is Adequate Interpretation?

 Hermeneutics (Postmodern)

 Text-based interpretations

 Language co-creates perception

 We –space = intersubjective communications

 Communities of the adequate vs. the lone wolf

 The Wilber-Combs Lattice (States & Levels)
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An Integral Approach to Channeling

 Recall our definitions of channeling

 What is Seth really?

 What & Who comes through from

Where?

 What kinds of pathology are there?

 Does “it” have a separate, autonomous existence from my
space continuum?
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Jon Klimo’s Channeling Taxonomy

 Full Trance (“outer ego steps aside” in waking state)

 Sleep (unconscious  transmission, sleep state)

 Dream (transmitted in dream state)

 Conscious, light trance, & telepathy (partial or full 
awareness while information is transmitted)
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Jon Klimo’s Channeling Taxonomy

 Clairaudient (auditory transmission in waking state)

 Clairvoyant (visual transmission in waking state)

 Automisms (amanuensis, taking dictation in waking 
state)

 Open (no identifiable source, no “other,” waking 
intuition)

 Physical (poltergeist, rappings, ectoplasm, levitation, 
etc.)
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Elias’ “Energy Exchange” Typology
 Sumafi = spoken or written language

 Milumet = with mystical beings via altered states and 
dreams

 Gramada = within dream states and inspiration

 Vold = hearing voices

 Ilda = to promote “legends of encounters of unusual 
origin or unusual factors”

 Sumari conventional psychic phenomenon (long list!)

 Tumold = within energy exchanged through other 
physically focused individuals

 Zuli = within physical forms

 Borledim = with children (“invisible friends”)
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The Wilber-Combs Lattice
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Wilber’s Self-System Lines
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An Integral Approach to 
Channeling: Stratified Definitions
AMBER – Speaking in tongues (e.g., glossolalia), demonic and 

spirit possession (e.g., Christian traditions), mind treasure (e.g., 
Buddhist terton tradition).

ORANGE – Dissociative disorders (e.g., Dissociative Identity 
Disorder).

GREEN – Frameworks 1-4 “entity” interaction (e.g., Madame 
Blavatsky/The Tibetan, Jane Roberts/Seth).

TEAL – Stratified definitions (e.g., the previous three altitudes 
understood as varieties of states-stages in the Wilber-Combs 
Lattice).

TURQUOISE – Enhanced stratified definitions (e.g., including an 
AQAL-5 perspective of gross/subtle/causal-body/state/line
interaction.
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An Integral Approach

 Is it a developmental intelligence or line (Gardner)?

 Does it develop in state-stages? (UL)

 Does it develop in structure-stages? (UL)

 What are the related brain modules? (UR)

 What are its sociological factors? (LR)

 What are its cultural factors? (LL)
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Integral Practice

 “You get what you concentrate upon!”

 Test the waters through direct, first-person experience!

 Spiritual cross-training (Aurobindo, Murphy & Leonard, Wilber)

 Yogas that exercise body, mind, spirit, & shadow in self, culture 
and  nature

 Newworldview.com Toolbox!
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Get Started with Integral!
 By Ken Wilber  & Integral Institute

 The Integral Vision by Ken Wilber, Shambhala, 
2007.

 The Integral Operating System: Version 1.0 (DVD, 
2 CDs, booklet, poster), Sounds True, 2005.

 Kosmic Consciousness (10 CDs), Sounds True, 
2003.

 Integral Life Practice Starter Kit (5 DVDs, 2 CDs, 2 
booklets, poster), Integral Institute, 2005.
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http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1590304756?ie=UTF8&tag=theeliasforum&linkCode=as2&camp=211189&creative=374929&creativeASIN=1590304756
http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&location=http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1591793475&tag=theeliasforum&linkCode=ur2&camp=1789&creative=9325
http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&location=http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1591791243&tag=theeliasforum&linkCode=ur2&camp=1789&creative=9325
http://www.shambhala.com/html/catalog/items/isbn/0-9772275-0-2.cfm


Summary

 Channeling/Mediumship ~ What, Who, and Where?

 Integral Psychology ~ includes Aspect Psychology!

 An Integral Approach to Channeling ~ a way to situate The 
Seth Material in relation to:

 The world’s wisdom traditions

 Modern cognitive sciences

 Postmodern philosophy 
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Questions?
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